
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

Over the past 30 years, Friends have been providing transformational support for the Hall, ensuring this historic 

building remains a home for great music making. Enjoy the benefits of friendship by joining as a Friend today, and 

be a part of the Wigmore story.    

 

Wigmore Hall is a no smoking venue. No recording or photographic equipment may be taken into the auditorium nor used in any other part of the Hall without the prior 
written permission of the management.  
In accordance with the requirements of City of Westminster persons shall not be permitted to stand or sit in any of the gangways intersecting the seating, or to sit in any 
other gangways. If standing is permitted in the gangways at the sides and rear of the seating, it shall be limited to the number indicated in the notices exhibited in those 
positions. 
Disabled Access and Facilities - full details from 020 7935 2141. 
Wigmore Hall is equipped with a ‘Loop’ to help hearing aid users receive clear sound without background noise. Patrons can use this facility by switching hearing aids to 
‘T’. 

 
Please ensure that watch alarms, mobile phones and any other electrical devices which can become audible are switched off. Phones on a vibrate setting can still be heard, 
please switch off. 
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William Thomas bass 

Malcolm Martineau piano 

 

Franz Schubert  (1797-1828)    L'incanto degli occhi D902 No. 1 (1827)   

Auf der Donau D553 (1817)   

Das Fischermädchen from Schwanengesang D957 (1828)   

Fahrt zum Hades D526 (1817)   

Hugo Wolf  (1860-1903)    3 Gedichte von Michelangelo (1897)   
Wohl denk ich oft • Alles endet, was entstehet • 
Fühlt meine Seele  

From Mörike Lieder (1888)   
Fussreise • Der Tambour • Bei einer Trauung  

Richard Strauss  (1864-1949)    Das Tal Op. 51 No. 1 (1902)   

Der Einsame Op. 51 No. 2 (1906)   

Franz Schubert      Du bist die Ruh D776 (1823)   

Am Tage aller Seelen D343 (1816)   
 

 

 
 
 

This concert is being broadcast on BBC Radio 3 

 

  

 
 
 

 

 



 

 

The three songs of D902 are Schubert's last Italian 

songs, dedicated to a celebrated bass named Luigi 

Lablache; the text of 'L'incanto degli occhi' is the 'Aria di 

Licinio' from the celebrated opera librettist Pietro 

Metastasio's Attilio Regolo of 1740. This is an affectionate 

aping of Italianate style by someone who imbues it with 

his own tonal sophistication and a certain amused 

exaggeration. 

In 'Auf der Donau', Schubert's friend Johann Baptist 

Mayrhofer revives the ages-old metaphor in which a small 

boat gliding on the water is emblematic of individual 

human life on the river of Time. Obliteration is the 

common fate of humanity and all it has made; we hear 

'Zeiten' ('time') pass by in the Schubertian signature bar of 

silence before the final section. 

In 'Das Fischermädchen', a buoyant singer, confident of 

his powers of attraction, woos a lower-class girl with his 

pearls of poetry/song. One can interpret this song as a 

sincere serenade or as mockery by poet and composer, 

with Schubert hinting that the persona is not the genius 

he proclaims himself to be. 

Mayrhofer contemplated oblivion yet again in 'Fahrt 

zum Hades', both an encomium to what he held dearest in 

life and expectation of Hell's horrors as he crosses the 

River Styx. Schubert knew his friend's tormented but Stoic 

nature: when he, unlike the poet, repeats the opening 

section at the end, he allows his friend to conclude 

ascendant over his fears. 

Hugo Wolf originally planned at least six Michelangelo 

songs as a musical portrait of the artist - 'Naturally the 

sculptor must sing bass', he told a friend - but only 

composed four in March 1897, rejecting the fourth as 

beneath his best work. 'Wohl denk ich oft' contrasts 

present fame with past neglect through a scrim of irony. 

The sequence of ascending and descending semitones 

we hear at the beginning will also infuse the second song, 

'Alles endet, was entstehet'. The tragic irony of Wolf's 

letter to his friend Oskar Grohe is unbearable: 'If in your 

emotion over it, you don't lose your reason, you cannot 

ever have possessed any. It is truly enough to drive one 

mad ... I really stand in awe of this composition, for over it I 

fear to lose my senses'. Here, the dead speak to the living 

in passionless tones, confronting us with that we would 

rather not see but cannot escape. A few months after 

composing this masterpiece, Wolf went mad, a 

consequence of tertiary syphilis. 

In the final song, 'Fühlt meine Seele', the poet asks 

whether it is the longed-for light of God that he feels or a 

dream that brings him to tears. Finally, he concludes that 

it is love, sacral in its intensity. At the moment of 

recognition, we hear a single unharmonised semitone low 

in the bass: an unforgettable moment in an unforgettable 

song. 

In 1888, Wolf's musical imagination caught fire from 

Eduard Mörike's masterful poetry, and the result was an 

anthology of 53 masterpieces. In 'Fussreise', a contented 

tramp through the nearby hills culminates in the poet’s 

conclusion that the 'old Adam' - human nature - is not so 

bad after all because we are inspired by Nature’s beauty 

to praise our Creator. The drummer boy in 'Der Tambour' 

is a lad on the verge of adulthood who fantasises comic 

transformations: his instrument is a bowl filled with warm 

sauerkraut, his hat a beaker of burgundy, his sabre a long 

sausage. Wolf must have enjoyed evoking military 

marches and the comically exaggerated sighing figures 

near the end when the lad thinks of his distant sweetheart. 

In 'Bei einer Trauung', Mörike mocks the loveless 

arranged marriages of the aristocracy with a grotesque 

wedding scene, and Wolf devises musical grotesquerie to 

match. 

Richard Strauss's two lushly-orchestrated songs of Op. 

51 are less well-known than they should be. 'Das Tal', to a 

poem by the early 19th-century patriotic poet Ludwig 

Uhland, is an early premonition of the 4 Last Songs, but 

for bass. An elderly man visits the valley of his youth, 

praises Nature's restorative powers, and hopes that it will 

shelter his body in death. Heinrich Heine was, unusually, 

not being ironic in 'Der Einsame' Having lost the light of 

his beloved's eyes, the singer longs for primordial night. 

The linguist-scholar-poet Friedrich Rückert introduced 

German readers to Persian, Indian, Chinese and Arabic 

mythology and poetry. 'Du bist die Ruh', its text from the 

1822 Östliche Rosen ('Eastern Roses'), tells of quietly 

rapturous adoration for the beloved. Near the end of each 

stanza, the voice ascends as if drawn irresistibly upwards 

to a rapt high note; a Schubertian measure of silence 

follows both invocations of this, one of his loveliest 

passages. 

In June 1816, shortly before composing 'Am Tage aller 

Seelen', Schubert wrote some tender thoughts about his 

dead mother Elisabeth Vietz in his diary as he was walking 

through the Währing Cemetery. Given her death in 1812 

and those of numerous infant siblings, Schubert had 

reasons close to home to create this quietly passionate 

prayer for the souls of the beloved dead. 
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Translation of 'L'incanto degli occhi' by Richard Wigmore from Schubert 
– The Complete Song Texts published by Victor Gollancz Ltd. All other 
Schubert by Richard Stokes from The Book of Lieder published by 
Faber & Faber, with thanks to George Bird, co-author of The Fischer-
Dieskau Book of Lieder, published by Victor Gollancz Ltd. Wolf by 
Richard Stokes © from The Complete Songs of Hugo Wolf. Life, Letters, 
Lieder (Faber, 2021). Strauss by Richard Stokes. 
 

 


